
Both of the above charts represent the �Total Enrolment for the Qualicum School District (Sd69)� with a few
differences.

Chart #2, 1) includes the 3800 students missing in Chart #1, and 2) includes all years since KSS opened
(1983), highlighting the fact that the school had lower enrolment when it opened, than the forecast low point
in 2015/16,

The forecast for 2010 (4,210) was much lower than the actual enrolment of
4,534. (see inset in Chart #2).

Chart #1, (from page 12 of the report presented at the Oct. 2, 2010 School District meeting, and also
printed on the front of a local newspaper, and seen on tv), 1) removes 3800 students 2) does not provide
enrolment numbers prior to 2004, 3) does not distinguish between the actual and forecast enrolment (red
line only) 4) does not have a title, although this and another chart are said to be the �best enrolment
forecast for schools in study�, 5) is not labeled, 6) is not properly sourced, 7) and was created before the
actual 2010 numbers were known. The white dot on the red line at 2009 indicates the last year of actual
enrolment and there after the line represents a forecast.

3) does distinguish between the actual and forecast enrolment (red line for actual, and blue line
for forecast numbers, 4) does have a title, 5) is labeled, 6) is sourced, 7) and was created after the actual
2010 numbers were known,

Chart #2

Total Enrolment, Qualicum School District 69, 1983 to 2024

Sources: Sd69 admin, , Matrix.
Prepared by W.W. Munroe

Ministry of Education, BC Stats , Baragar
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